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Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 68,900 (480) soldiers killed, 2,628 (17) enemy tanks, 5,351 (+30) armored  combat vehicles, 1,686 

(+12) artillery systems, 379 (+2) MLRS systems, 192 (+2) air defense systems, 271 (+0) warplanes, 248 (+0) helicopters, 

1,379 (+7) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 350 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,076 (+22) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 149 (+0) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Ukrainian troops advance in Kherson - Ukrainian forces are advancing in the southern Kherson region, pummeling 

Russian forces and pushing toward the city of Kherson, whose recapture would be a major victory. Social-media photos 

and videos posted by troops leaving the right bank of the Dnieper River give a glimpse of how it's going. 

Ukrainian army destroys ammo depot, kills a dozen Kadyrov troops in Luhansk Oblast in past day - The 

Ukrainian military also killed up to 10 Russian invaders and about five trucks with ammunition in the town of Svatove, 

in Kharkiv Oblast. 

According to the General Staff, the Defence Forces’ units repelled enemy attacks near Ivanhrad, Bakhmut, Bakhmutske, 

Soledar, Kurdyumivka, Krasnohorivka, Novomykhailivka, Nevelske, and Ternova. 

The Ukrainian Air Force also carried out 21 air strikes over the past day. It has been confirmed that 17 enemy storage 

locations of weapons and military equipment, two strongholds, and two hostile air defense systems were struck, the 

General Staff said. 

In addition, air defence units shot down five enemy UAVs. 

At the same time, Ukrainian missiles and artillery units struck enemy command post, two areas of concentration of 

troops, weaponry and military equipment, a radar station, and other important military objects of the invaders. 

Russia unable to gain ground in Donetsk while failing to hold on to Kherson - Russia continues to lose 

footing in Ukraine amid counteroffensives, and a recent update from the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine 

said its forces fought off Russian attacks in several regions, including Donetsk. 

Last month, Ukrainian troops regained control of settlements in Donetsk and have continued to fend off Russian 

attacks despite Russian President Vladimir Putin's deadline for taking more ground in the area. Even after Putin added 

soldiers and received support from Belarus and Iran, Ukrainian forces continue to regain territory. 

One such area is Kherson. According to a report last week from the Institute for the Study of War (ISW), Russian 

authorities seem to be laying the groundwork to justify a planned retreat from Ukraine's southern region of Kherson 

after several losses in the area. Kherson was the first Ukrainian region Russia controlled at the start of the war, but new 

reports are showing Russia losing its stronghold on the area. 

Russian occupation officials continued to indicate that efforts to “evacuate” civilians in Kherson Oblast to 

the east bank of Dnipro River are part of a wider resettlement scheme. Kherson occupation deputy Kirill Stremousov 
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claimed on October 25 that occupation officials have moved over 22,000 people from the west bank of the Dnipro to 

the east bank and that the administration’s “resettlement program” is designed to accommodate 60,000 people. 

Stremousov’s statement seemingly admits that Russian occupation officials view the evacuations as precursors to the 

permanent resettlement of a large population of Ukrainians. It is unclear where Russian officials intend to “resettle” 

those who move from the west bank. The implication of a permanent program designed to resettle Ukrainians in other 

Russian-occupied territories, and even within Russia itself, may amount to a violation of international law. 

According to international law, an occupying power has the right to evacuate civilians for their safety with the 

necessary stipulation that such evacuations are temporary. The implication of a “resettlement program” seems to 

suggest that Russian officials intend to permanently resettle large parts of Kherson Oblast’s population.  

Eastern Ukraine: (Oskil River-Kreminna 

Line) - Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian 

troops conducted limited  ground attacks west of 

Svatove and also Russian artillery fire repelled 

Ukrainian forces  during an attempted attack on 

Kuzemivka, 15km northwest of Svatove.  

A Russian milblogger claimed Ukrainian troops 

conducted unsuccessful offensive operations 

along the Raihorodka-Kovalivka line, about 10km 

southwest of Svatove Various Russian sources 

claimed Ukrainian troops are grouping forces west 

of Svatove for future counteroffensive operations 

and that Russian forces are strengthening their 

defensive positions around Svatove. Ukrainian 

Luhansk Oblast Head Serhiy Haidai noted that 

Russian troops mined the entire bank of the 

Krasna River near Svatove, apparently in 

anticipation of potential Ukrainian advances. 

Russian sources additionally claimed that 

Ukrainian forces conducted an unsuccessful 

frontal assault on Kreminna on October 25. 

Russian milbloggers claimed that Russian troops 

repelled the attack. The Ukrainian General Staff 

(UGS) also reported that Ukrainian troops repelled 

a Russian attack on Bilohorivka, about 10km south 

of Kreminna, suggesting that Russian troops are 

continuing efforts to retake lost positions along 

the Donetsk-Luhansk Oblast border. 

Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - Russian forces continued to establish fallback positions near the Dnipro 

River whilst UGS reported Russian forces are preparing defensive positions on the eastern bank of the Dnipro River and 

are mining the coastline near Hornostaivka, about 40km northeast of Nova Kakhovka.  

UGS added Russian forces are leaving small passages for a potential retreat and are attempting to repair destroyed 

pontoon crossings. 
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 Russian milbloggers claimed Russian military 

command has not decided on the fate of Kherson 

City, given the ongoing situation in Kherson 

Oblast, whilst other milbloggers argued Russian 

forces will be unable to hold Kherson City and 

the Russian government can prevent a “Battle of 

Stalingrad” by fully withdrawing to the eastern 

bank.  

Ukrainian and Russian sources provided limited 

insight into the situation on the frontlines in 

Kherson Oblast. Ukraine’s Southern Operational 

Command stated its forces repelled two small-

scale assaults by a platoon and a detachment in 

two unspecified areas on October 24.  

Ukrainian military officials reported that Russian 

forces continue to shell Ukrainian positions along 

the line of contact and struck Nova Kamianka in 

northern Kherson Oblast, and also reportedly 

shot down two Iranian-made Shahed-131 drones 

in Kherson Raion.  

The Russian MoD claimed its forces repelled 

Ukrainian attacks in the direction of Ishchenka 

and Bruskinske in northern Kherson Oblast. 

Geolocated footage also showed Ukrainian 

artillery striking a Russian tank in Kalynivske, 

approximately 47km northwest of Nova 

Kakhovka. 

Ukrainian forces continued to target Russian positions and logistics in Kherson Oblast. UGS stated that a recent 

precision strike on Kairy (about 27km northeast of Nova Kakhovka) killed up to 30 Russian servicemen and left over 100 

troops under the rubble.  

Recent combat footage seems to confirm this report and indicates that the strike likely hit Chechen forces. UGS added 

that Ukrainian forces also destroyed an ammunition depot in Hornostaivka.  

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command noted its forces struck three ammunition depots in Beryslav and Kakhovka 

raions and shot down three Russian attack helicopters. Ukrainian sources published footage of explosion sounds in 

Khakovka Raion on October 25. 

As Ukraine war drags into ninth month, Russia’s woes worsen - As Russia’s war in Ukraine dragged into a 

ninth month, its army’s weaknesses became clearer with an apparent reliance on Iranian support growing stronger. 

Ukrainian civilians are brushing off attacks, widely understood to be carried out with Iranian-made Shahed-136 

“suicide” drones despite Tehran’s insistence otherwise, and Ukrainian forces are taking more territory in the south and 

east. 

Also this past week, Russian forces pummeled Bakhmut in the east, without breaking Ukraine’s defences. 
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In the Luhansk region, Ukrainian forces captured a highway linking Kreminna to Svatove, two towns unlocking the way 

to Starobilsk, a major logistics centre. 

 The efforts of Russian troops to retake the offensive in Kharkiv, where they recently lost more than 8,000 square 

kilometres (3,088 square miles) of ground, were ineffective. Ukrainian forces say they have now retaken 544 

settlements in the region, with just 32 remaining under occupation. 

It is Kherson, in the south, where Russian forces have reportedly amassed 45 battalion tactical groups, that the next 

major – and possibly pivotal – action is expected to be fought. 

Their forces have mined crossings and bridges across the Dnieper River in expectation of a Ukrainian counterattack, 

according to Kyiv. 

“Engineering and sapper units of the Russian occupying forces mine the [east bank of the Dnieper River], leaving small 

passages for a potential retreat of their troops from the right bank,” said the General Staff of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine. 

Russian shortages - Russia has been running out of missiles and ammunition, Western and Ukrainian sources say. 
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“Terror with the use of Shahed [drones] may be around for a long time,” said Budanov, Ukraine’s Intelligence chief, 

because Russia had ordered 1,700 of the allegedly Iranian-made weapons – though they have not all been built. 

“But with the use of missiles – no, because the reserves are almost exhausted. About 13 percent [of stocks] remain for 

Iskanders, about 43 percent for Kalibr-PL, Kalibr-NK missiles, and about 45 percent for Kh-101 and Kh-555 missiles. It is 

generally very dangerous to fall below 30 percent, because [that is] the intact reserve,” he said. 

Ukraine said that in addition to drones, Iran was considering supplying Russia with Fateh-110 and Zulfighar missiles, 

which approximate the Iskander missile. The procurement would be in the dozens of missiles.  

Zelenskyy reports that Russian missiles and Iranian drones have disrupted around ⅓ of Ukrainian 

power generation capability . 
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Russia scrambles to increase weapons production for Ukraine war - Putin, facing military production delays 

and mounting battlefield losses, yesterday urged his government to cut through bureaucracy to crank out enough 

weapons and supplies to feed his troops in Ukraine, where a Ukrainian counteroffensive has put Russia’s forces on the 

back foot. 

The Russian military’s supply shortfalls in the eight-month war have been so pronounced that Putin had to create a 

structure to try to address them. 

On Tuesday, Putin chaired a new committee designed to accelerate the production and delivery of weapons and 

supplies for Russian troops and stressed the need to “gain higher tempo in all areas”. 

Russian news reports have acknowledged that many of those mobilized to fight in Ukraine  – a figure the Russian 

president said was 222,000 out of an initial target of 300,000 – have not been provided with adequate basic 

equipment, such as medical kits and flak jackets, and have had to find their own supplies. 

Putin Ally Kadyrov says Ukraine's cities should be 'erased from the earth' - Ramzan Kadyrov, the head of 

Russia's Chechen Republic, called for Ukraine's cities to be "erased from the earth" as he once again criticized the 

military's handling of the war. 

Weeks after criticizing the way the conflict has been handled so far, Kadyrov, a staunch ally of Russian President 

Vladimir Putin, said Moscow is "responding weakly" to Kyiv's counteroffensive to retake the southern Kherson region, 

and shelling in other areas that Putin has proclaimed to have annexed. 

In an audio message on his Telegram channel on Monday night, Kadyrov for the first time also described Putin's full-

scale invasion of Ukraine as a "war." 

Russia 'miscalculated its strength' and 'can't win,' state TV admits – A guest on Russian state TV has said in a 

rare admission that Russia "miscalculated its strength" when Putin invaded neighboring Ukraine in February, and that 

the Russian leader "can't win." 

The comments came from Victor Olevich, lead expert at the Center for Actual Politics, during a segment of the program 

Myesta Vstrechi (The Meeting Place), after host Andrey Norkin asked him to weigh in on Russia's claims that Kyiv is 

preparing to use a "dirty bomb" in Ukraine. 

"We're ringing all the bells. On Saturday, [Sergei] Shoigu spoke to [Lloyd] Austin, as far as I understand, Americans 

called—not us, and on Sunday there were talks with London and Paris. How does it look, what may come of it?" asked 

Norkin. "Here is approximately how this all looks," responded Olevich. "Russia initiated a special military operation, 

miscalculated its strength, and for eight straight months can't win." 

Olevich added that at the same time, Russian officials are "complaining and getting upset" that Moscow's opponents, 

"the same countries who want to neutralize Russia, to dismember and destroy it" don't believe and support Russia, and 

"aren't listening." 

The state TV host asked the expert again if he believes Russia can "prevent a nuclear provocation." 

"The best way to prevent any provocation is to expose it and not only in telephone conversations with some foreign 

leaders, especially with leaders of adversary countries. But if there is real information, real evidence, as to where this 

dirty bomb is located, where are they planning to use it? Where are the documents? Show the documents—these 

provocations don't happen without orders," challenged Olevich. 

He added: "If Russia's military intelligence has all this data, it's time to reveal it." 
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The expert's remarks come amid a noticeable shift on Russian state TV about the war, with guests and hosts demanding 

answers from the Kremlin and admitting the country's shortcomings in the conflict. 

NLAW ‘tank-killer’ missile continues to bring the pain to Russia - Earlier this summer, a video circulated on 

social media that purported to show a British-made next-generation light anti-tank weapon, or NLAW, being used to 

destroy a Russian tank in Ukraine. However the video, which was posted to YouTube on July 20, was not actually taken 

during the recent fighting. In fact, it wasn’t even real footage. The depicted scene came from the popular online 

multiplayer military simulation Arma3.  

As with a lot of misinformation on social media, it is simply a matter of the context being lost as it made the rounds. 

And it isn’t hard to understand why the public would make the mistake. While this particular video wasn’t real, the anti-

tank weapon has been used to great effect by the Ukrainians since they received the first batches in the spring. To date, 

the UK has sent more than 5,000 NLAWs. 

Russia continues to strike targets across Ukraine, causing damage and killing civilians, as its forces are preparing 

for battle in the strategic southern region of Kherson, Ukrainian officials and the military said. 

Russia’s Ka-52 attack helicopter fleet has been massacred - In the eight months since launching its all-out 

invasion of Ukraine, Russia has lost more than a quarter of its total in-service fleet of Ka-52 Alligator attack helicopters 

sent to Ukraine for the war, according to the most recent intelligence assessment of the war from the U.K. MoD. 

At least 23 of Russia’s Ka-52 Alligator helicopters have been shot down or lost since the Feb. 24 invasion, the 

U.K. MoD assesses. British officials say that represents more than 25 percent of the Russian Air 

Force’s in-service fleet of 90 Ka-52s and “nearly half of Russia’s total helicopter losses in 

Ukraine.” Prior to the war, the Russian Air Force had a total fleet of about 120 Ka-

52s, so the loss to the total fleet is still significant. 

“Russian attack helicopters have likely 

suffered particular attrition from Ukrainian 

man-portable air defense systems (MANPADS), while the 

helicopters frequently operate with less consistent top-cover from combat 

jets than they would expect under Russian military doctrine,” the U.K. MoD said. 

“Russia is still failing to maintain adequate air superiority in order to reliably carry out 

effective fixed-wing close air support near the front line, and its artillery ammunition is running low. Russian 

commanders are likely increasingly resorting to conducting high-risk attack helicopter missions as one of the few 

options available to provide close support for troops in combat.” 

More than 1,000 pages of Russian military documents were left behind at an abandoned military base 

in northeastern Ukraine, near the city of Balakliia, southeast of Kharkiv. Reuters journalists obtained the documents 

recently and explained their apparent contents in a special report published today. According to the papers, some of 

which were found half-burned in a furnace, the Russians fretted over US-provided HIMARS long-range artillery, and 

officers struggled with desertions and casualties on the front lines. 

The documents also reveal the increasing effectiveness of Ukraine’s forces and offer clues to how the eight-month-old 

war might unfold, with Russia now under intense pressure on the southern front around the Black Sea coast. In the 

weeks before their retreat, Russian forces around Balakliia, a town 90 kilometres south of Kharkiv, came under heavy 

bombardment from HIMARS rocket launchers, recently supplied by the United States. The precision missiles repeatedly 

hit command posts. 
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A Russian officer who served in the Balakliia force for three months, described to Reuters a sense of menace hanging 

over the occupiers. One of his friends bled to death in early September after a Ukrainian strike on a command post in a 

nearby village. 

“It’s a game of roulette,” said the officer, who asked to be identified by his military call sign Plakat Junior 888. “You 

either get lucky, or you are unlucky. The strikes can land anywhere.” 

The facility was also used as a torture center. Two men - one a firefighter, the other an inspector in the emergency 

services - said their jailers beat them with wooden batons and administered electric shocks.  Russian soldiers 

questioned the inspector repeatedly about his calls with his supervisor in Kharkiv. They accused him of compiling a list 

of Ukrainians who had collaborated with the Russians, which he denies. The firefighter said he was accused of hiding 

weapons and organizing a local partisan group, which he too denies. Albina Strilets, a 33-year-old logistics coordinator 

for the emergency services, recounted that she and other women were held simply for being “pro-Ukrainian.” 

“I heard men being beaten so badly that at one point I heard a Russian soldier say, ‘bring a body bag,’” Strilets said. 

“Another time I heard a woman being raped upstairs and crying for hours.” Strilets said she broke the cell’s toilet so “it 

sounded like a waterfall” and would block out the woman’s screaming. 

Nuclear  

'New, troubling developments' with Russia's nuclear arsenal -US official - The report comes as Russia 

accuses Ukraine of preparing to use a dirty bomb or even a nuclear bomb as Russia continues its invasion in Ukraine. 

A senior US official told The NYT yesterday that there are "new, troubling developments" involving Russia's nuclear 

arsenal. The official, who asked to remain anonymous, would not provide any further details, according to the report. 

The report comes as Russia has accused Ukraine of preparing to use a dirty bomb or even a nuclear bomb as the 

Ukrainian counteroffensive in the south and east of the country pushes on. The claims have sparked concerns that 

Russia could be preparing a "false flag" attack to justify an escalation of means. 

Ukraine said on Tuesday that persistent Russian claims that Kyiv plans to detonate a dirty bomb look as though Moscow 

itself planned to conduct a false flag operation, and that Ukraine has never had any plans to develop a dirty bomb. 

"If Russia calls and says that Ukraine is allegedly preparing something, it means one thing: Russia has already prepared 

all of this,” Ukraine’s president Zelensky said in a video address. 

The White House National Security Council also rejected Russia's claims. “The world would see through any attempt to 

use this allegation as a pretext for escalation,” a statement said. 

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Kuleba told a news conference that experts from the IAEA - the United Nations nuclear 

watchdog - would soon be arriving in Ukraine and receive full access, and he called on Moscow to demonstrate the 

same transparency. 

The EU’s foreign policy chief Josep Borrell welcomed Ukraine’s decision to request an expert mission from the UN’s 

nuclear watchdog to examine its facilities. 

Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken spoke with Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba on Monday, according to the 

Us Department of State. The Secretary reaffirmed enduring US support for Ukraine in the face of continued Russian 

aggression, atrocities, and rhetoric surrounding so-called “dirty bombs” in Ukraine. 
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Top officials from the United States, Britain and France issued a rare joint statement calling out what they said was a 

transparent ploy by Moscow to create a pretext for escalating the war in Ukraine on Monday, rejecting claims by 

Moscow that Kyiv was preparing to detonate a dirty bomb on its own territory. 

A dirty bomb detonated by Ukraine could give Moscow an excuse to use, or at the very least threaten to use, a tactical 

nuclear weapon in response. 

While the officials said that there was no change in Russia’s nuclear arsenal, further stating that it seems that no 

decision has yet been made to use a tactical nuclear weapon, they made clear that a move in that direction was their 

central concern, according to the New York Times. 

Impacts 

‘General Winter’ is about to arrive – this time it’s not good news for the Russian army - No one who has 

lived in central Europe forgets the winters. From November to April, you can be fairly certain that every time you step 

out of your usually well-heated apartment block, you’ll be walking into what amounts to a freezer. It is this, perhaps 

more than any other factor, that has driven Russia’s recent “strategic” bombing campaign directed against Ukraine’s 

electricity supply to undermine the Ukrainian population’s will to resist. 

But Russia is now running seriously short of precision-guided missiles – Ukraine’s defenders are becoming increasingly 

successful at shooting down Iranian-supplied Shahed-136 drones and other missiles – but all too many of them get 

through. Ukrainian friends tell me that the atmosphere in Kyiv is tense but fiercely determined – with a brisk market for 

small generators to offset the expected power cuts. It is going to be very hard for Ukraine’s civilians as they try to 

endure what is going to be a long winter. 

But it’s likely to be a lot harder for Russian troops. Nato has been planning for months to ensure that their Ukrainian 

allies are as well-equipped as possible. Canada has weighed in with nearly half a million sets of winter gear drawn from 

their modern and effective military stocks. Other countries, including the US and Estonia have followed suit. 

Meanwhile, in an army not renowned for maintenance or logistical efficiency, but rightly famous for its corruption, 

Russian troops – including recently drafted soldiers with two or three weeks training – will have to find ways to cope 

with the weather. 

They are also facing a Ukrainian army that, despite taking significant casualties, has all the momentum. As it has since 

the start of the war, the crucial moral component of war favors them. The fact that they are defending their homeland 

– indeed, at present, retaking it – is at least as relevant now as it was in February. 

They have the edge in precision artillery, probably in tanks and certainly in leadership morale and training. 

A slow season 

All that said, the tempo of combat is highly likely to slow down as Ukraine gets deeper into winter. The practicalities of 

keeping reasonably warm in temperatures often lower than -20℃ take up a lot of time. Even with the best equipment, 

winter field conditions in central and eastern Europe are grueling. Trying to maintain or repair reluctant equipment 

vehicles, cleaning rifles, and even simply standing guard becomes difficult with frozen hands. 

Trenches are as essential now as they were in 1914 or 1941 to protect troops against artillery and automatic gunfire – 

and digging them is tough enough without dealing with frozen ground. Hundreds of thousands of infantry soldiers on 

both sides are fighting in exactly the same conditions – trenches and dugouts – as those faced by their grandfathers and 

great-grandfathers in the two world wars. One NATO official in Brussels told reporters that: “If you’re fighting in those 
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conditions, if your tank is always getting stuck, if it is always throwing a track and you’re constantly cold and wet, it 

affects what we would call the moral component of an army.” 

It does, indeed. Fighting and moving efficiently in severe winter conditions of the kind we see in Ukraine takes a great 

deal of experience and training. Everything takes longer in freezing weather. This is especially true of the key element 

of logistics. Moving essential supplies of food and ammunition takes longer, as trucks slide over frozen roads, break 

down or become stuck in snow or mud. In those circumstances, fast-moving armored warfare becomes very much 

more challenging. 

Mike Martin, senior research fellow at Kings College London, a leading commentator on the Ukraine war, and a former 

infantry officer, told me that: “The Ukrainian style of warfare is built around maneuver, which requires speed and 

agility. Both of these are far more difficult to achieve in winter.” So we are likely to see a slowing down of the 

momentum of the conflict – certainly in the deep winter months from December to February. 

Road to escalation 

Until then, in the south, Ukrainian troops will press on to take the dam and bridge at Nova Khakova – if they aren’t 

destroyed by Russia first – and advance into the outskirts of Kherson. This will place Crimea itself in their sights. In the 

east they are likely to hold their lines against Russia’s mercenary troops around the key town of Bakhmut, which 

commands a road supplying Russia’s long-term objectives of Sloviansk and Kramatorsk. 

Russia meanwhile is issuing regular threats of escalation, including the possibility of using nuclear weapons. Most 

recently, this escalation has taken the form of alleging, somewhat absurdly, that Ukraine would take the first steps 

down that particular road with a so-called “dirty-bomb.”  

As a major threat to life, they are more a relic of cold war films than any expression of current military reality. These are 

unreliable weapons, in no way “weapons of mass destruction.” rather “weapons of mass disruption” as the mess they 

leave behind take years to clean up. Still, Nato is taking these threats seriously. 

Meanwhile, the war is proceeding – step by not-so-cautious step – down an escalatory path. For the first time in 80 

years, the 101st Airborne Division (of Band of Brothers fame) has brought its headquarters to Europe, along with nearly 

5,000 troops. Their HQ is very close to Romania’s border with Ukraine. The division is conducting realistic training 

alongside Romanian troops explicitly directed towards intervention in the war. As the commander of the 101st’s 

Second brigade combat team, Colonel Edwin Matthaidess put it: “We’re building objectives to practice against that 

replicates exactly what’s going on in Ukraine.” 

So, while “General Winter” may bring with it a slowing of the operational tempo, the pressure is dangerously increasing 

on all sides. 

'Russia has...lost': Latvian defense minister says Ukraine war exposes who is who in Europe - Speaking to 

Current Time in Riga on October 22, Latvian Defense Minister Artis Pabriks said Putin cannot change the course of war 

in Ukraine by dropping nuclear bombs. In his words, such an act or some sort of sabotage of Europe’s largest nuclear 

power plant in Zaporizhzhya will only aggravate Russia’s position in a war that “it has already lost.” Pabriks insisted that 

by fighting Russian aggression, Ukraine is not only defending itself but also Europe’s values and freedom. In his words, 

those in Europe “who do not understand that, not only go against the interests of Ukraine, but also against the 

interests of Latvia,” which is nothing short of “betrayal.” 

Ukraine war proves Western technology is superior, German general says - Russia’s flagging invasion of its 

smaller neighbor Ukraine is demonstrating just how effective Western technologies are and how those who wield them 

maintain an advantage, according to German Air Force Gen. Chris Badia. 
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“The Ukraine war shows us one thing,” Badia, the deputy supreme allied commander for transformation at NATO, said 

at a symposium in Washington, D.C., Oct. 25. “Western technology is key.” 

Equipment and other items the U.S. has committed to the frontlines of Eastern Europe include Stinger anti-aircraft 

systems, Javelin anti-armor systems, Howitzers, drones and unmanned coastal defense vessels, tactical vehicles, 

helicopters, electronic jamming equipment, radars, mortars, grenade launchers, small arms, millions of rounds of 

ammunition and thousands of sets of body armor and helmets. 

Other friendly nations have delivered artillery systems, tanks, infantry fighting vehicles and short-range air defense 

missiles, among other kit. 

War in Ukraine is informing future US Air Force networks - The warren of networks, logistics and shared 

information American and allied forces rely on as they funnel resources into Ukraine to help the country beat back a 

Russian invasion is providing valuable insights for one of the U.S. Air Force’s most pressing modernization efforts. 

Demand for connectivity in a dense, bustling European theater and the solutions applied day to day are feeding into the 

development of the service’s Advanced Battle Management System and will “continue the momentum forward,” Air 

Force Brig. Gen. Raduege, chief information officer at European Command, said during a June 15 C4ISRNET webcast. 

“I think what we’re seeing as we go through this Ukrainian crisis, and we see all the coordination that is required, we 

are realizing there are some advanced capabilities that are allowing us to see and have more visibility and better 

connectivity with our allies and partners,” said Raduege, who also serves as EUCOM’s command, control, 

communications, computers and cyber director. 

The Advanced Battle Management System, or ABMS, is the Air Force’s latest push to create a next-generation 

command and control system. It is also the service’s contribution to Joint All-Domain Command and Control, or JADC2, 

the Department of Defense’s vision for seamless and lightning-quick communication regardless of domain or national 

affiliation. 

ABMS, much like JADC2, has a ways to go in terms of maturation. Air Force Secretary Frank Kendall in 2021 expressed 

skepticism about the project and called for a tighter focus; he has since described its buildout as an imperative. 

Russian mobilization 

Putin's mobilization failures pile up as 10,000 conscripts return home - Putin's mobilization failures are piling 

up as an official announced that some 10,000 mistakenly mobilized Russians have been returned home. 

Russian Colonel General Kartapolov said during a meeting in St. Petersburg that since Putin announced his partial 

mobilization order on September 21, about 10,000 have been returned home across the country "for various reasons." 

Putin’s sending prison rape victims to die on the front line - Prigozhin has been touring Russian prisons in an 

increasingly desperate bid to recruit more soldiers to send into Ukraine. The Wagner supremo is now accused of using 

“pressure” to recruit raped and abused prisoners from Russia’s penal colonies to join the mercenary group’s frontline 

fighting units where they are being slaughtered with little training and poor equipment. 

Russia’s penal system has the remnants of a Soviet-era prison caste system which has an underclass known as ‘The 

Shamed’ at the bottom. This lowest caste—also known as ‘Roosters,’ which is a homophobic slur—includes prison rape 

victims, gay prisoners and outcasts who are regularly beaten and abused. 
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Containment 

U.S. considers HAWK air defense equipment for Ukraine - The US is considering sending older HAWK air 

defense equipment from storage to Ukraine to help it defend against Russian drone and cruise missile attacks, two U.S. 

officials told Reuters. 

The HAWK interceptor missiles would be an upgrade to the Stinger missile systems - a smaller, shorter range air 

defense system - that the United States has already sent to blunt Russia's invasion. 

The Biden administration would use the Presidential Drawdown Authority (PDA) to transfer the HAWK equipment 

which is based on Vietnam-era technology but has been upgraded several times. The PDA 

allows the United States to transfer defense articles and services from 

stocks quickly without congressional approval in 

response to an emergency. 

The HAWK system is the predecessor to 

PATRIOT missile defense system made 

by Raytheon Technologies which 

remains off the table for Ukraine, US 

officials have told Reuters. 

US President Biden pledged to Ukraine 

President Volodomyr Zelenskiy that 

Washington would provide Ukraine with advanced air systems after a devastating missile barrage from Russia earlier 

this month 

Australia is sending 30 more Bushmaster vehicles to Ukraine, which would raise the total to 90 so far on 

behalf of Canberra. And "sometime in January," it's sending as many as 70 military trainers to the UK to help train Kyiv's 

forces there, PM Albanese announced today. On top of the Bushmasters, the country "has donated six M777 towed 

howitzers and ammunition, 28 M113 armored vehicles as well as anti-armour weapons and other weapons," according 

to Australia's ABC news. 

Ukraine-bound NASAMS are in US hands now: Raytheon - Raytheon Technologies has delivered two 

sophisticated NASAMS air defense 

systems due for Ukraine to US 

government, its chief executive said 

yesterday. 

“We did just deliver two NASAMS 

systems. ... We delivered two of them to 

the government a couple of weeks ago. 

They’re being installed in Ukraine 

[imminently],” CEO Greg Hayes said on 

CNBC’s “Squawk on the Street.” 

“It is a short-range air defense system, 

and it can fire [an AIM-120 Advanced 

Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile] and it 

could knock down everything in the sky from drones to ballistic missiles to fighter jets,” Hayes said. 
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The Norwegian-developed weapons will provide medium- to long-range defense against Russian attacks, which 

bombarded Ukraine’s civilian infrastructure over the last two weeks, including its power grid, using missiles and drones. 

 The U.S. has pledged to deliver two NASAMS within weeks and six more over a longer time frame. Pentagon officials 

have said the first NASAMS were able to be purchased quickly because the bulk of the systems had already been 

produced. 

A senior Pentagon official said Monday the NASAMS were expected to be delivered “within the next couple of weeks” 

and that Ukraine would announce when they in the country and operational. 

Sanctions 

Rotax engine found in Iranian Mohajer-6 drone downed over Ukraine - An engine designed by the Austrian 

company Rotax was discovered installed in one of Russia's Iranian-made Mohajer-6 drones that went down over the 

Black Sea earlier this month. Rotax says it has launched an investigation into its engines powering Iranian drones. The 

delivery of such hardware to Iran violates European Union sanctions banning the export of items with both civilian and 

military purposes, such as vehicle parts. Identical sanctions are imposed by the European Union against Russia, as well. 

Rotax is an Austrian subsidiary owned by Canadian company Bombardier Recreational Products (BRP), which is known 

for designing the engines that power snowmobiles, watercraft, motorcycles, aircraft, and a significant number of 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Perhaps most famously, BRP’s Rotax aviation engines are known to power General 

Atomics' MQ-1 Predator and Israel's Heron drones. 

Ford and Mercedes-Benz complete their exits from Russia - Ford Motor Co. and Mercedes-Benz are the latest 

Western companies to close up shop in Russia, with the moves coming more than eight months after Russian troops 

invaded Ukraine. 

"We confirm that Mercedes-Benz intends to withdraw from the Russian market and to sell its shares in its subsidiaries 

to a local investor," a spokesperson told CBS MoneyWatch in an email on Wednesday. "Mercedes-Benz has already 

suspended the export of passenger cars and vans to Russia as well as the local manufacturing in Russia at the beginning 

of the year." 

Harald Wilhelm, the German automaker's chief financial officer, on Wednesday alluded to the challenging business 

environment created by the conflict. 

Putin 

Russia must be humbled - With Russian forces retreating in eastern and southern Ukraine in the face of a masterful 

Ukrainian counteroffensive, some commentators in the West have argued that the war the Kremlin launched in 

February must not end with the “humiliation” of Putin or Russia. In fact, the opposite is true: Putin’s appalling 

aggression must leave Russia thoroughly chastened on the world stage. 

Leaving aside the immorality of this one-sided appeal to give Putin a face-saving exit (no one seems to be appealing for 

Ukraine not to be humiliated by an eventual peace settlement), can the argument be justified by history or the cold 

logic of dealing with a nuclear superpower (even one that has been demonstrated to be super-powerful only in this 

dimension)? 

To answer that question, we must start with the fact that any defeat in war will always be deeply humiliating for the 

losing side – regardless of whether it is the aggressor or the victim. War always entails humiliation for at least one side, 

and sometimes for both. Those arguing against humiliating Russia typically point primarily to the aftermath of World 
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War I. The Treaty of Versailles, they claim, imposed such humiliating terms on Germany that it led to the rise of Hitler a 

decade later, and then to World War II. 

In fact, Germany suffered only moderate territorial losses at Versailles. It was obliged to return Alsace-Lorraine (taken 

from France in 1871) and lands seized from Poland during the partitions of the eighteenth century. Others – including 

the Russian, Austro-Hungarian, and Ottoman Empires – lost far more territory than Germany did. 

It was the Versailles treaty’s reparations provisions, not the territorial settlement, that may have contributed to Hitler’s 

rise. The reparations were certainly just, in the sense that they were proportional to French war losses and to the 

French reparations paid to Germany after the war of 1870. But, as John Maynard Keynes (and, later many historians) 

argued, Germany’s reparations payments may have contributed to the hardship suffered by its population during the 

hyperinflation of the early 1920s and the Great Depression of the early 1930s. 

Russia, too, is no stranger to this type of experience. Its defeat and humiliation in the Crimean War led to the abolition 

of serfdom in 1861, when 23 million people were freed (almost six times the number freed in the US following the 

Emancipation Proclamation of 1863). Forty years of rapid economic development followed. Then, Russia’s defeat and 

humiliation in the Russo-Japanese War led, in 1905, to a revolution the same year and the establishment (albeit 

temporary) of a constitutional monarchy. 

In 1916, Russia’s losses to Germany precipitated the fall of the czar and the establishment of the liberal provisional 

government under Aleksandr Kerensky in February 1917. Unfortunately, Kerensky was unwilling to accept humiliation 

and continued the war effort, leading to further losses and the catastrophic Bolshevik Revolution of November 1917.  

But then, the Soviets’ defeat and humiliation in the Polish War in 1921 prompted Lenin to introduce the partly market-

based New Economic Policy. The NEP ended mass starvation and could have given Russia a sustainable path to 

economic development, had the subsequent rise of Joseph Stalin did not close it off. 

Finally, defeat and humiliation in the Afghanistan War led to the fall of the Soviet Union and an all too brief period of 

democratization, during which Russia at last showed respect for its neighbors. Again, as in the case of Germany after 

WWI, return of Russian revanchism was caused not by the loss of territory or great-power status, but rather by the 

hardship that followed the collapse of the Soviet economic system. 

Was the West at fault for not providing more support to Boris Yeltsin’s Russia? It was, though there were also powerful 

domestic forces pushing for the kleptocratic model that prevailed. Ultimately, a more ordered, less painful transition of 

the kind seen in the Soviet-bloc countries in Central Europe may not have been feasible. 

In any case, there is ample historical evidence that humiliation for imperial or aggressive polities often yields significant 

benefits in the medium to long run both for their neighbors and themselves. Some will argue that the short-term risks 

of humiliating one of the world’s main nuclear powers are too great. But that argument ignores the likelihood that 

having succeeded once at an invasion followed by nuclear blackmail, Putin would do the same again – and again. 

Members of the Russian siloviki faction continue to voice their dissatisfaction with Russian war efforts in 

Ukraine, indicating that Putin will continue to struggle to appease the pro-war constituency in the long term. The 

Russian siloviki faction refers to people with meaningful power bases within Putin’s inner circle who are fielding combat 

forces in Ukraine. Chechen leader Kadyrov complained that the Russian response to claimed Ukrainian strikes on 

Russian territory have been “weak,” noting that Russia must “erase Ukrainian cities from the earth.” Kadyrov also 

claimed that Russia is now engaged in a war with Ukraine instead of a “special military operation,” given that Ukrainian 

forces are fighting on “Russian territory.” Kadyrov noted that he is unhappy with the lack of Russian retaliation despite 

the establishment of martial law. Kadyrov had remained relatively quiet throughout October. 
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Kadyrov’s statement indirectly criticizes the scale of the Russian missile campaign against Ukrainian energy 

infrastructure and is in line with milblogger critiques that followed days after the first massive campaign on October 10. 

ISW has previously assessed that that Putin’s missile campaign is unlikely to satisfy the pro-war nationalist camp in the 

long term, given that Putin cannot fix the many flaws within the Russian military campaign in Ukraine, nor can he 

deliver his maximalist promises. Kadyrov’s rant also highlights Putin’s error in annexing four Ukrainian oblasts before 

Russian forces reached the oblasts’ borders, which has created confusion about where “Russian territory” begins. ISW 

has previously reported that Putin’s annexation of Ukrainian territories has likely triggered criticism within the Kremlin 

elite, which will likely intensify as Putin loses more occupied territories. 

Putin’s two biggest war hawks are turning on him - The cracks in Putin’s war machine appear to be growing as 

two of his biggest allies in the senseless slaughter of Ukrainians blast the country’s “weak” military. 

Chechen leader Kadyrov went public with his complaints late Monday on Telegram, where he said he was “very 

unhappy” with the current state of the war. 

“Earlier we used to say that we were conducting a special military operation on the territory of Ukraine, but the war is 

already happening on our territory,” he said in a 13-minute audio recording, apparently referring to shelling in Russia’s 

Belgorod region that local authorities blamed on Ukraine over the weekend. 

“We have already declared martial law in the territories bordering Ukraine but they [Ukrainians] are not shy, they 

shoot… We, in response, are answering weakly,” he said, calling for the Russian military to “wipe out cities” any time a 

shell flies toward Russian territory. 

He said Russian leadership shouldn’t worry about angering the West, since “all that could have happened already has 

happened” and “it won’t get any worse.” 

“Europe has no power. What will they do, send their LGBT people?” 

His criticism marks a complete 180 from just two weeks ago, when after weeks of urging more brutal attacks, he said he 

was “100% satisfied” with Russian airstrikes that killed at least 19 Ukrainian civilians. 

In the wake of his latest comments, pro-Kremlin bloggers cheered on his directness and praised him for ditching 

Moscow’s preferred “special military operation” euphemism in favor of calling the war a war, with one popular channel 

gushing that “only Kadyrov is saying what all patriots of Russia want to hear right now.” 

(Under new Russian laws, calling the war a “war” is punishable by prison time—Moscow municipal deputy Alexei 

Gorinov got seven years in July for doing just that.) 

Kadyrov’s outspoken calls for Moscow to go scorched earth on Ukraine have mirrored those made by Putin ally Yevgeny 

Prigozhin throughout the war. Prigozhin, the businessman spearheading a twisted recruitment campaign among prison 

inmates for the Wagner Group, has begun publicly positioning himself as the one man who can “win this damn war” for 

the Russian president using unorthodox methods and thousands of freed convicts. 

In a brazen move that would appear to show Putin’s own sinking stature among the Russian elite, Prigozhin is said to 

have taken his complaints about the war directly to the Russian leader. 

Two unnamed U.S. officials cited by The Washington Post on Tuesday said Prigozhin personally confronted Putin over 

perceived war failings, blasting top military brass for recent setbacks. 

“Prigozhin’s decision to confront Putin is only the latest sign of his dissatisfaction,” a source was quoted telling the Post. 
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Putin is also said to be feeling the heat of public outrage over his recent “partial mobilization,” a desperate move that 

was meant to bolster Moscow’s fledgling troops on the battlefield but instead sparked a wave of protests and criticism 

from even those who’d previously supported the war. 

The Russian leader has actively been floating the idea of halting the mobilization until New Year’s, according to Yellow 

Folder, a Telegram channel ostensibly run by former members of Russia’s Federal Protective Services who still have 

sources inside the government. 

“Putin is now discussing how to arrange a ‘break’ in mobilization in order to calm the people and ease tensions in 

society,” the channel reported Tuesday. 


